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Description

This exercise is meant to give you a head start on the first response assignment by introducing you to methods for finding resources and correctly citing them.

Choose a contemporary musician and see if you can find at least one primary source by the musician, plus a non-peer reviewed secondary source and a peer reviewed source that talks about the musician. Once you have done so, identify the sources by type (book, chapter, article, daily, unpublished work, video etc.) and below that write out a bibliographic entry for the source.

Once you have a list of sources, take a look through them and, from each one, choose a quote or paraphrase something that you find interesting about the musician or the author’s perspective and copy it down with a citation (in the case of a performance, use time code to refer to the point that you are citing).

Requirements

A bibliography that has at least three sources and at least three properly cited quotes or paraphrases—don’t be afraid to have more.

Format your document as follows: put in a header with info about you the class the date etc. Then state who your artist is and follow it with four sections:

1. Primary source
2. Non-peer reviewed secondary source
3. Peer reviewed source
4. Works cited/bibliography

The first three sections should have a properly formatted quotes or paraphrases with a citation, and the Works Cited section should have all the bibliographic information for each of the sources.

Rubric

This is an exercise in using the library resources to find sources, correctly identifying the type of source, formatting a bibliographic entry, and citing.
Due date

May 15th, 2020